
MYP marks are designed to provide students, parents, and teachers feedback on students’ skill acquisition. Unlike a traditional 
0-100% grade, MYP marks are designed to explain where a student is developmentally in their learning process. Each assessment 
criterion a student will be assessed with is tied to the aims and objectives of that subject course. The criterion rubric then explains 

what the mastery level, or developmental level, looks like for 
the skills tied to that objective.  

For example, this is a sample year 5 (i.e. 10th grade) 
Language and Literature rubric for its criterion A - 
Analyzing. The objective being assessed is boxed on the left. 
Then the different developmental levels are broken down on 
the right. Teachers will provide specific task clarifications 
for each assessment task next to these achievement levels 
to clarify for students what the developmental level looks 
like for that particular assessment.  

As a rule of thumb, when looking at the numeric score your 
student earns, it suggests the following his or her skill 
mastery: 
1-2 = learning - students are learning about the content 
or skill and limited in their ability to use it independently 
3-4 = practicing - students are practicing the content or 
skill and can demonstrate the skill when they have support 
5-6 = using - students are using the content or skill 
adequately and can demonstrate the skill independently 
8-7 = teaching - students are able to teach others the 
content or skill and evaluate how effective themselves and 
others are using it. 

The four different subject criteria assessed in each class are aligned by the similar skills they assess. The difference between them 
is that each subject uses specific discipline language for a particular skill. In this way, we can think of the criterion categories as: 
Criterion A = Thinking and Knowledge Skills  Criterion C = Application and Communication skills 
Criterion B = Organizing skills     Criterion D = Evaluating skills

What do my student’s MYP grades mean?


